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Extreme achievement.

Extreme achievements rely on knowledge and
preparedness. In the world of FF&E
procurement, costly surprises
can be averted.
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Engage with the project team early. The process for effectively budgeting, selecting, specifying, procuring
and installing FF&E can be quite long, an average of one year from start to finish. Engaging in the planning
process early allows for preemptive action linked to resolving building interface conflicts by the vendors.
Also, with the understanding that the FF&E component of a project is the most personal for the users, early
involvement empowers you to help guide them toward objective and practical decisions, rather than
emotional ones that occur under pressure.

Keep a master spreadsheet of the complete approved FF&E scope for the project, categorized for quick
reference. Start with a room by room breakdown of all items, regardless of whether they are new, existing,
or coming from a different funding source. This will be an invaluable resource and cross-check tool
especially in situations when add/change requests are received independent of submittal packets.

Be prepared to fund the delta. 
With sound cost of ownership
justification prepared, seek out
sources to fill the gap between
allocation and need. For
instance, you may find that the
State-defined Group II budget
is approximately 50 to 60% of
what you would need to
replace aged out products
with items that will give you 30
years or more of life. It’s best to
begin this early in the project
planning process, rather than
near the end, when
contingency funds may have
already been expended on
construction.

Develop a selection criteria for all project FF&E by which new products will be qualified. Vetting with
Performance (not feature) Specifications supports mission–based objectivity, and can be utilized as
powerful justification for additional funding requirements appraised by best value benchmarks rather than
Initial purchase price.

Take a services perspective when evaluating purchasing contracts. The range of service-specific provisions
varies greatly among contracts, and weight should be given to those which assign turnkey accountability
to the vendors. Not only immediate, but long-term detailed commitments translate to value over time. This is
especially relevant in post-occupancy maintenance scenarios when the college budgets are prohibitive.
Factor costs of all service touch points in to the bottom line including any warranty-related caveats such as
certification, training and diagnostics.

* Current California State building & equipment cost guidelines
† Average cost based on 2013-14 actual CIP project data
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